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8 Peace beautiful Readers, 

Welcome to my World. A world of straight no chaser words and phrases. Yet, 

themed and filled with unconditional love. My journey is love focused, but inclusive 

of everything. I'm 11 yrs in and I'm still clue-less as to how to introduce my private 

love story. 

Before I do, allow me to warn you. My love ain't what ya used to... 

Our journey began some random day in January. I was feeling word out because I 

found the dating game to be exhausting af! I'd endured a short-lived domestic 

relationship with a single father who wanted me to mother his daughter. It was too 

much pressure to be a ready-made Mom. I had my own daughter! I couldn't stomach 

the company of my daughter's Dad. I'd just gave a guy from OPM Nightclub (in the 

Forum Shops) a try. Turned out, this foo was a pimp! I cussed him out in ways he 

ain't eva hear before! Safe to say, I was sitting out on the dating scene. 

A new website called MySpace was the hottest thing out. We were supposed to look 

up people of our opposite sex in a certain zip code. Ask around to see how the site 

works. Maybe you'll find love along the way. I thought finding love was a long shot, 

but I was willing to play. 



I came across a few handsome profiles. One stuck out more than the others. This was a high 

yellow man with braids in a legal professional uniform. I didn't know if he was a 

correctional officer, police officer or security guard. His profile inspired me to instantly feel 

safe. I invited him to tell me how MySpace worked. He greeted me properly and explained 

very thoroughly and precisely. The other dudes said other things. No one came close to him 

though. 

We decided to exchange phone numbers early on. Our 1s conversation was like 3.5 hrs long. 

After that conversation, I knew I was in love. I also knew that he had some deep rooted 

family issues and he was coming out of a complicated relationship involving a child. That 

was enough to scare me off. I had a 18 month old baby girl who suffered from chronic stages 

of eczema, asthma and allergies. Back then, large portions of her body were raw. Often. I 

was working hard. Always stressing and on the go. My chill clothes matched my work 

clothes. I was a mess. 

My King began calling me alll the time! I lived with my parents and 3 siblings, so I'd just 

have one of them tell him I was busy. Every once in a while, they'd argue with me about not 

taking messages, forcing me to get on the phone. I'd just pretend to be busy and fail to listen 

to him. I intended on curving my King until the local Airmen began perusing me. 

My sister was newly pregnant from her high school sweetheart, who'd just joined the 

Airforce. He was also from Chicago. We were all young. Beyond excited to be in Las Vegas, 

from Chicago. We had lots of fun together. However, I found these uber young, flirtatious 

baby military men to be annoying af. So, I called my King up. Just to catch up. He invited me 

on a date. I accepted. 

Oh sit! I accepted...! What now!? Gemini's have a unique way of facing love. Because 

Gemini's are energetically described as 2 adolesent pre-tween boys, who play too much. 

When that Gemini is born a female, balance is achieved upon birth. The trick is balancing. 

One resource that's helping me balance lately is the OWN Network original Love Is...Read 

this article: https://goo.gl/Dykd5F  

Set your DVRs  

Learn the new norm of a love centered classic.


